September 2013

Dear Friends,
Perhaps like us you are wondering where has this year gone? It seems the other day we sent you our
March newsletter and now here we are, 6 months later. Of course, as always with the CMDA we have
much to share with you - lots of news of activities and new developments!
Currently we have 291 CMDA members. There is a combination of pupils attending music coaching sessions and youngsters using the 2Enable platform to enhance their schooling. You can read all about
developments with 2Enable in this newsletter. The picture above tells a marvellous story - the joy of
making music and learning together!
We welcome your feedback or comments so please do get in touch with us. Your support and
encouragement are so important to us. We can be emailed at jo@mpuma-music.org.za or mike@mpumamusic.org.za

Thank you to each and every one of our donors who make our work possible...
The
McKenzie
Foundation
FINTAX
GROUP
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News Snippets from the last few months of CMDA activity
Elvis Blue joins the CMDA Board
In April this year we were delighted that Elvis Blue agreed to become a
member of our board. Elvis Blue is well known and much loved in our
town for his shows at the PAC.
Elvis has been a great supporter of the CMDA for some time now, and
his association with us as a board member will be hugely beneficial to
our credibility within the music world in South Africa. We look forward
to a long and productive relationship with him.

Rotary White River recognises the CMDA
The Rotary Club of White River awarded Mike Matthews
with a Community Service Award for his personal contribution to the community, as the project director of the
CMDA. This is a great accolade for the CMDA itself as
we become a highly regarded non-profit organisation
in our area.
Mike is top row 4th from the left with other members of
the local community acknowledged with certificates for
their contributions.

CMDA receives funding from the National Lottery
The CMDA has recently been the recipient of a sizeable grant from
the National Lottery and we’re extremely grateful for this. With the
grant we will be opening several new hubs, and upgrading our existing hubs. Each hub will have a particular theme; one will be a brass
and another a string hub and ‘graduates’ from these hubs will perform in our Lowveld Community Orchestra. Others will be
‘unplugged’ with marimbas and acoustic guitars and will eliminate
the damage of electrical surges in our rural hubs. In existing hubs,
we will continue focussing on traditional band development.

CMDA hosts Camp Quality again this year
Once again the CMDA opened its doors and its heart to the youngsters of Camp Quality. The children visited the PAC and had the opportunity to play various musical instruments, to learn a little about
making music, singing and dancing and all under the mentorship of
various CMDA students who donated their time. The day culminated
in a special show performed on the stage of the PAC, with all the
children participating and local Rotarians making up the audience. A
great time was had by all!

CMDA band Tonic takes Maputo school by storm!
In May a van full of excited CMDA band members travelled to Maputo to
take part in the American International School’s Thlanganisa Community
Arts Festival. What awaited them there was an enthusiastic hall full of music
-crazy youngsters who gave our performers a rousing welcome and huge
applause! ‘Tonic’ were quite overwhelmed with the reception and
stepped up to the plate, entertaining the crowd with several sets of popular tracks. They enjoyed meeting the audience and particularly enjoyed
signing autographs in true rock star style!
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CMDA girls perform at ABSA KKNK Festival
In April Elvis Blue assisted in arranging for JAM STREET to perform in the ABSA
Kuierkamer (VIP Guest Suite) at the ABSA Klein Karoo Nasionale Kunstefees in
Oudsthoorn. Jam Street comprises of three of the CMDA’s vocalists Jenifer
Rodriques, Courtney Grobler and Lara Gear. They performed seven 30 minute sets over 3 days in the relaxed Kuierkamer, a lounge set up for ABSAs VIP
guests. The girls rubbed shoulders with other celebrities in the Kuierkamer’s
“Green Room” and were interviewed by Dstv’s DAGBREEK morning show.
Helen Zille popped in during one of their performances which stopped her in her tracks. Elvis Blue joined them on
stage during another one of their sets and spontaneously collaborated with the surprised girls to sing Cindy
Lauper’s True Colours. It was a great experience for the girls to play in such a different environment. From that
appearance they were subsequently booked for a Conference held in the Kruger National Park in June 2014 and
for a fashion show in September.

Rocking the St Mary’s Battle of the Bands
Well done to our band Tonic - Daniel Bruce Brand on
drums, vocalist Jenifer Rodrigues, Zanika Mehta on bass
guitar and first time performers Guilherme da Silva and
Bruce de Amaral on guitars - these young musicians entered the St Mary’s Battle of the Bands, competing with others from all over the country. We didn’t feature in the final
run-up but were very warmly received. No one believed
that this live performance was their first as a band and next
year, Tonic with much more experience, will rock the stage.

CMDA makes an impact at the Uplands Festival
Once again we were invited to participate at the annual Uplands
Festival, and many of our bands as well as the Lowveld Community
Orchestra took part. The Orchestra played at the official opening of
the Festival, and bands such as Zebra Crossing, Seven Day Weekend, Hannah’s Band, Saving Superman, Tonic and Lara Gear
Performed in the main tent. Our Gum Boot Dancers also entertained festival goers with their rhythm and skills. The Festival is
always a great opportunity for the community to see us in action.

Big 5 Jazz band entertains at
Cargo Lounge, kaBokweni
A jazz band made up of former CMDA members
and an intern from the States, Allison Mora, performed to warm acclaim at the very cool Cargo
Lounge in kaBokweni. The band kept the audience
entertained with many jazz numbers as well as on
the spot improvisation which really demonstrated
their musical talents at its best.

Aggi goes ‘hub-hunting’ and discovers some love!
The CMDA is looking to expand our network of hubs, and we’re able to do this
due to the donation of funds from the National Lottery. Aggi, our top music
coach had some fun while out scouting for an appropriate new location.
Finding himself lost in Masoyi he stopped to ask for directions. He was not expecting to find himself swamped by littlies, all jostling to give him a hug. Getting lost in
Masoyi turned out to be a heart-warming experience, reminding Aggi of the feelgood factors of his job. ‘All you need is love...!’
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Our students, our youth bands, our stars!
People often ask us about our bands - who are they and how many bands do
we have in our ‘stable’? We have 9 Youth Bands, split between our 3 hubs.
Our oldest running band is Zebra Crossing. They started out at inception of the
CMDA as EMAZWENI, then became VITAL CREW and are now ZEBRA CROSING. Three of the band members have been there since inception and there
have been a few changes along the way, leading to band name change.
Some of the members have obviously ‘grown up’ and moved on to college
and further afield.
Our youngest band member is Dylan Mumby, age 12, who playes with Seven
Day Weekend – Lifa Nkosi and Mthosibisi Mpila play with Sunshine Band and
they are also 12. Most of the other members of Sunshine Band are 13.
Remember the awesome Cafe Wha? This band continues to be part of the
Academy. When in town, they mentor our the other bands and perform with
them from time to time. We now intend to keep in touch with all our performers
who move on in their musical career. At the beginning of the year Café Wha
were invited to open and close at Indaba, South Africa’s premier tourism trade
show. With help from our music friends in Durban they produced some great
music for an appreciative crowd.
Here are all of our bands - the hub name tells you where they meet and rehearse and we’ve included their ‘genre’. Bands are available to perform at
functions; please contact Jo Poole at jo@mpuma-music.org.za for more info.

SUNSHINE BAND - Zwelisha Hub, African Jazz
Lifa Nkosi, Blessing Mbowane, Mfundo Maphanga, Thabo Gwebu
Thandeka Sibuyu, Jacob Mhlanga, Laster Nkosi

BUZZ BAND - Zwelisha Hub, Rock + Reggae
Vuyele Nkosi, Michael Nkosi, Siom Mkhonto, Lethabo Lekhuwale
Rose Buwule, Hilda Mandlazi, Sandile Moshwane

TOWNSHIP ROOTS - Zwelisha Hub, House + Afro
Innocent Mashaba, Thokozani Mashele, Tapelo Nkambule, Nkuleko Mhlanga,
Lungisile Makomo, Mandisa Nkambule, Xolisile Sifunda, Xolani Nsimba

ZEBRA CROSSING - Kabokweni Hub, R+B and Afro Pop
Sbahle Chauke, Lerato Makhubula, Palesa Mhlanga, Tebogo Letsoale
Tsepiso Malope, Theo Mnisi, Sbusiso Ntsele, Mxolisi Mogale, Zama Fakudze

THE UNKNOWNS - Kabokweni Hub - play to order
Bobo Moyo, Sihle Nyoni, Mike Manzini, Bongani Sfunda

7 DAY WEEKEND - Casterbridge Hub, Laid Back Pop
Skye Clarke, Chantal Torre, Dylan Mumby, Marisa Naicker, Tamzyn Emery

SAVING SUPERMAN - Casterbridge Hub, Blues + Pop Rock
Courtney Grobler, Daniel Brink, Shanel Mouat, Guilherme da Silva, Alan
Rodrigues

TONIC - Casterbridge Hub, Rock
Daniel Bruce Brand, Jenifer Rodrigues, Bruce de Amaral, Guilherme da
Silva, Zanika Mehta

JAM STREET - Casterbridge Hub, Acoustic vocal duo
Jenifer Rodrigues, Courtney Grobler
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Lara Gear, one of our star musicians, goes big!

Follow Lara Gear
Music on Facebook

‘You can’t expect anything to be handed to you on a plate..’

Profiling one of our CMDA members, Lara Gear, who started with the CMDA a few years ago and is now taking
her music career to new heights with the release of her first CD Illuminate (click here to listen). On 29 November
Illuminate’s Lowveld album launch will be held at the CMDA where Lara will be giving a free concert and signing
her CDs. We asked Lara to share some insights into her music career and her plans for the future.
What are you doing now with your music?
Working on promoting myself as a solo artist with the help of Richard Brokensha (producer), Garth DeBruno-Austin
(manager), and Steven Bosman (admin manager). We recently released my EP “Illuminate” selling at R80 each
(R10 goes to www.careforwild.co.za). We are in the process of finalising my first official tour, during November/
December. We will be travelling from Nelspruit to Johannesburg and then to Pretoria.
How did you come to record your first EP?
Last year at the CMDA’s Route 40 Music Festival, I approached Richard Brokensha of ISO after their show to ask
him to listen to my song “Mother’s Angel”. He offered to do some production work for me and I jumped at the
opportunity to work with him. After the first song we recorded and worked on together, we decided to carry on
working together as we both have our heads in the same place. It has taken a year to finish my EP but I am so
happy with the final product. I feel honoured that Richard has taken me under his wing and exposed me to the
music business in the way that he has.
Tell us about your recent gigs/performances?
Recently my band and I have had some great gigs. We had the privilege of performing after Just Jinjer and before Michael Lowman and The Kiffness at the Marshall Colour Festival in Edenvale. We were invited to perform at
Arcade Empire’s Acoustic Night in Pretoria, for the release of Glass Of Wine, and a week later at Rumours Lounge
in Johannesburg, celebrating The Plastics Tour and also featuring Monark (who I am happy to say I’ll be working
with soon). Please note that I will be playing in White River at the PAC on 29th November!
Tell us about the members in your band?
My band is a three piece. Me on vocals and guitar; Richard Brokensha on keys and backup vocals; and Steven
Bosman on drums (Steven is a drummer for many bands and recently became Dave van Vuuren’s drummer - very
proud).
What are you plans for next year and the future?
Next year I’ll be working with the band to develop myself further as a solo artist with my own distinct style. We will
be looking at doing many more gigs and hopefully doing a larger tour. Ultimately I want my music to speak to
people from all walks of life, near and far.
Who has influenced your music career so far?
Aggi (and CMDA), Richard Brokensha, all the bands that we’ve opened for, my music teachers over the years –
Conrad Calitz, Dotty Hodgkiss, Anneke Coetzer, Thea Lombard, Sue Grealy, and Paul Hone.
How has CMDA helped you to achieve your dreams?
CMDA has given me the platform to grow my music as I have. Aggi’s coaching and being able to perform with
the bands has developed not only my voice but my performance skills. Through CMDA I have met and learned
from amazingly talented musicians either by attending CMDA workshops or by performing as their opening acts.
What would you say to current CMDA students who want to become singers/songwriters one day?
If I could say anything to aspiring musicians it would be that you can’t expect everything to be handed to you on
a plate. You have to make sure that you put in as much as you want out of every experience. Never give up on
your passion, and work hard every single day figuring out how you can improve and get to the top. It’s never going to be easy, but if you are driven, passionate and are able to push yourself beyond your limits, you can achieve
what you set out to achieve, and hopefully one day live your dream.
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2Enable is the CMDA’s initiative to develop a School
in the Cloud providing free curriculum aligned academic and other meaningful educational content for
the benefit of all South Africans.
2Enable is a project in partnership with the Mpumalanga Department of Education. The development
phase is a two year project and currently has 15 full
time teachers busy developing content from Grade 7
to Grade 12 in the following subjects: Mathematics,
Physical Science, Natural Science, Accounting, Business Studies, Life Science, Social Science, Geography, Maths Literacy, Life Orientation, English Home
and First Additional Language, Creative Arts and Economics.

Once complete (in 2015), any student will be able to access videos, worksheets
and links to relevant websites to assist them in the subject they are studying.
Students and teachers can use the application to take notes which are stored
in the cloud, set up learning circles and collaborate using instant messaging
with peers across the country. Teachers can access a suite of teaching aids
including resources (such as ready-made PowerPoint presentations for use in a
classroom). And anyone is welcome to contribute their own resource to the
application - so if you have a set of resources that you’ve developed and are
willing to share, please consider uploading these to our application. It’s a free
wiki school site with curriculum aligned content for use by you, your children or
the school you support.
The application is currently working effectively in our hubs and at two rural
schools. It is specifically designed to work in schools and learning centres that
do not have a good internet connection. Below is an indication of the results
that have been achieved in our hubs. It is important to note that these do not
form part of a formal program and represent our members taking assessments
on their own accord.

As a Headmaster at a school that has a computer centre who wants access to
such a resource at no cost to your students, teachers or school, please contact us.
If you think this is a great idea and wish to collaborate in the development of this
resource, again, please contact us. And if you are philanthropist looking for something that can benefit every South African child regardless of any demographic
metric, this project will welcome your support.
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2Enable in the life of the CMDA
2Enable was developed to manage our program and to allow us
to provide detailed reports to our donors. Simply, it works as follows
(and if you manage a similar program, it can work for your program
also):
1.

2.

3.

Our members register on the application and join the CMDA.
We then create contact sessions and track attendance.
Each member receives an SMS notifying them of the event/
contact session and that way we can communicate with
members spread over a large geographical area.
We developed several basic music courses that we deliver to
our hubs. These include Music Theory, Recorder (and Marimba) and a Guitar course. You can see the results in the
graphs below. Our members can access these courses at
any time including when a coach is not present. Assessments
include practical assessments and students can progress at
their own pace. Since its inception, we have delivered over
6000 assessments to our members.
In kaBokweni, based at the Alliance Church, we have recently expanded our computer network to 12 computers. In
the mornings students from the local primary school use the
computers and in the afternoon, we use them in our program.
In our hubs, we provide internet connectivity using a 3G modem which is sufficient to support and deliver a rich learning
environment to our members.

Future Plans for the CMDA and 2Enable
Currently, the CMDA has applied for funding
to develop an extensive curriculum aligned
music course in partnership with UCT. Should
the CMDA receive this grant, UCT will then
develop curriculum aligned content for focussing on Classical, Jazz and African Music.
Paul Bruce-Brand and Michael Matthews will
soon be travelling to the USA to meet with
Carnegie Hall and Berklee College of Music.
Already the CMDA has run a song writing
competition with Carnegie Hall, the winners of
which attended the CMDA’s Route 40 Music
Festival.
Included in this trip will be a performance by Vusi Mahlasela at Carnegie Hall. With Vusi, who is a South African
music legend and specialist in African Music, Paul, Mike and Berklee College of Music are looking at ways to use
2Enable and the CMDA to promote African Music in South Africa and Africa. This will include ways of identifying
African musicians who can then specialise in African Music at Berklee in Boston.
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Did you know we had overseas interns at the CMDA?
For the first time this year we became part of an international program,
Performing Arts Abroad, in which young people involved in the performing arts
elect to spend a few weeks in another country, sharing their skills, learning from
other students and embracing a different culture.
Allison Mora visited us from Pittsburgh in the USA and spent 6 weeks with us,
sharing her flute skills. She taught the pupils in the kaBokweni and Zwelisha
hubs, played the flute as a guest performer with the Lowveld Community Orchestra and Hannah’s Band at the Uplands Festival and importantly recorded
tutorial videos for the 2Enable program. Allison formed a jazz band with former
members of the academy and this band, the Big 5 Jazz Band, performed at
the Cargo Lounge in kaBokweni. Allison enjoyed her time with us, and found it all a great adventure. Life in
White River was very different to her home life in Pittsburgh - she produced this delightful video which gives a summary of her experiences with us at the CMDA.
Shortly after her arrival Alison was joined by Hillary Engel who also immersed herself
whole-heartedly in all we had to offer. She taught marimba lessons at the kaBokweni hub, took part in the direction of the Big 5 Jazz Band and helped at the CMDA
with admin and fundraising. She also created a series of Marimba videos for our
2Enable program and Allison’s and Hillary’s legacy shall live on in their videos for
many years to come.
Both Hillary and Allison brought a bubbly, fun energy to our offices and we were as
sad to say good-bye as they were.

Our third intern to arrive was a young dancer from the UK, Harriet Craven. Harriet touched the ground running (or
should we say dancing) and she was immediately thrown into teaching youngsters at the kaBokweni hub some
dance moves. This was a completely new experience for her which she thoroughly enjoyed and the pupils had a
great time as you can see from the pic below. Harriet also gained some experience working with Tanya Edwards
at Uplands College and at Tanya’s dance school in Nelspruit.
These are the first volunteers that we have hosted from Performing Arts Abroad, and their keen energy was
greatly appreciated and everyone warmed to these brave, enthusiastic young women. We hope in future they
will visit us again and we look forward to welcoming other young interns.
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The LCO is a musical gem,
bringing together musicians of all ages from
many corners of the Lowveld community
The Lowveld Community Orchestra is generously supported by the MacKenzie Foundation
The Lowveld Community Orchestra is the proud
owner of a tuba! Thank you to ALL those individuals who helped raise the money, and a
special large thanks to Becky Billock. The tuba
will enhance our already wonderful brass section, members of which come from as far afield
as Pienaar.
Our orchestra has now become a pillar of the
academy and community and has developed
a large support base.
Importantly, it represents one of those initiatives that include South Africans from all walks of life and is a model
when discussing everything positive about South Africa. As the CMDA, we pay for the transport of our members
from the under-served areas of Mashishing (part of ours string section) and Pienaar (our brass section) and for refreshments of the orchestra during their four hour monthly rehearsals.
If you have been entertained or inspired by the Orchestra (or any of our bands) please
consider making a donation to the CMDA to allow us to continue developing
such initiatives.
New Developments: With Jan Neethling an avid orchestra member and coach to some of our development
string section, we will be setting up a String Hub in Mashishing. Out of this hub, we plan to have a continuous
development program in place to keep the Orchestra string section filled to capacity. In association with the
Salvation Army brass band, we will be investing in a Brass Hub to broaden the reach and depth of our
brass section.
To follow the Orchestra on Facebook:

The LCO staged a fabulous soiree at the Sudwala Caves on 6th September, to a sold out
crowd. Accompanying the orchestra were the choir from the University of Johannesburg. The unusual venue has awesome acoustic properties and it was an extraordinary
recital, hugely enjoyed by the audience who sat in the natural amphitheatre. The lighting, the music, the atmosphere made for a very special experience, as seen here.
Earlier in the day the LCO surprised and delighted shoppers
at the Riverside Mall with a ’flash mob’ outside Exclusive
Books. To watch the flash mob, please click here.
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CMDA welcomes back Jo Poole!
In April 2014 the CMDA welcomed back Jo Poole as their Music Program manager
where she hit the ground running. In her first week she chaperoned Jam Street to KKnk
in Oudsthoorn and a week later was off to Joburg to take Tonic to the St Mary’s Battle
of the Bands. “My focus will be on expanding and refurbishing our three existing Music
Hubs and on opening at least four new music hubs, hopefully by the end of the Year.”
As the music program manager Jo liaises with the CMDA’s eight bands members (and
their parents and headmasters) to schedule rehearsals, arrange gigs and chaperone
them. She arranges the music coaching schedule at the music Hubs with the music
coaches and deals with operational issues with the Music Hub managers. She assists in
arranging the Lowveld Community Orchestra rehearsals by organising transport, food
and notifying Orchestra members of rehearsal times and organises LCO Events. She
also does marketing for the band’s events and the CMDA music programme, assists
with marketing events at the Casterbridge Theatre. She assists with funding proposals
and in adhering to the administrative responsibilities associated with Grants and Donations.
“I love working at the CMDA because it makes so many people happy. Yes, there are
frustrations but one visit back to the rural Hubs, where the members are generally so
grateful for the programme’s existence, and I’m back on track again.”

Five GOOD reasons to invest in the CMDA and its free education platform 2Enable:





CMDA is developing a leading edge computer application to deliver free quality educational content to
all South Africans;
CMDA is developing tools to empower all teachers to become better teachers;
CMDA runs a highly successful music programme that develops shared values between Communities;
CMDA has Section 18A status and grants made towards our development work are tax-deductible.

To find out more about
investing in the 2Enable
platform, please visit
2Enable Donor Info
To donate directly to the
CMDA please click on
this link

Support Our Orchestra
Orchestra Transport: R 2100 per rehearsal and performance
Support our Hubs
Hub Coaching: R 7,000 per hub per month
Hub Manager: R 3,000 per hub per month
Internet Access: R 2,500 per hub every 3 months
Computer Network: R 20,000 per hub (once off cost for our new hubs)
2Enable
Fund a teacher: R 16,000 per month
Cloud Hosting: R 3,000 per month

Coming up at the Performing Arts Centre..
Friday afternoons in October: CMDA Roadshow in Kabokweni and Zwelisha to advertise
and promote the music hubs.
Saturday 1 November: Workshop with Pretoria band Greedy Greg
Saturday 29 November: Lowveld launch of Lara Gear’s debut album ILLUMINATE at the
Performing Arts Centre, Casterbridge
4 to 7 December: Route 40 Music Festival featuring top SA bands (and all our CMDA bands).

As always, our heartfelt thanks...
We can never express enough gratitude to all of our supporters and private
donors - the individuals and businesses in our community and those further
afield who encourage us to keep going with our valuable projects. There
are so many of you, and from your ongoing support we know that we are
onto a good thing, and we will keep doing it!
Until next time, make music, learn well and have fun!

The CMDA team
www.mpuma-music.org.za
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